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Analysis of September 11 Digital Archive 

September 11, 2001 is a date millions will never forget. Over 3,000 people died this day 

due to terror attacks acted out by an Islamic extremist group. The reaction to this event was 

catastrophic and those that were alive during 9/11 each have a unique story to tell. A source that 

exhibits various firsthand accounts regarding 9/11 is The September 11 Digital Archive. This 

digital archive shares various collections where most are personal artifacts which can serve its 

purpose to enlighten those who are unknowing or ignorant to certain aspects of this day in 

history. Exploring and analyzing this sites helps recreate the impact that this day had on America 

and furthermore educate those who are curious to learn more.  

 The September 11 Digital Archive is filled with numerous pictures and files of personal 

documents, pictures, letters, etc. These collections of individual’s personal memory is now 

public to thousands who view the site. The website provides public memories of the dominant 

culture (U.S. Citizens/Americans) and fragments of marginalized groups memories (Muslims) 

and enables the public to make sense of this event (Palczewski, Ice, Fritch 21). The most 

intriguing collection on the 9/11 Digital Archive is ‘Voices of 9.11’. Voices of 9.11 is a 

collection of narratives of different people as they 

describe their personal accounts on September 11, 2001. 

It is interesting because everyone has a different 

experience that day. “Mentally in my mind I just went 



through the list that my family is okay, now I can worry about the people in the pentagon and the 

people I knew.” This is a brief quote from Tanya Edwards, who gave a personal testimonial for 

Voices of 9.11 (“Voices of 9.11). This is an example of engaging interest; although it is a painful 

memory it rivet’s audiences’ attentions (126). The plot of most of these narratives begin with the 

first twin tower being hit.  

 The very first photograph that is displayed on the homepage of the website is a picture of 

the twin towers, smoking, after they had been hit. To give a brief background, the very first 

attack on America during 9/11 was when a plane crashed into the Twin Towers.  When the 

second tower was hit, America knew that this was not an accident and that is was a terror attack. 

The use of the picture of the Twin Towers is a play on semiotics or the relationship among signs, 

meaning and referents (36); it is an iconic photo that millions can relate too and also offers 

connotation as well. 

 Everything about September 11, 2001 offers connotation. The date itself holds a cultural 

attachment and signification given that the date is now a national holiday (37). Unfortunately this 

day brought ignorance as well holding negative connotations against the word “Muslim”. 

Muslim is actually a religion that multiple races practice. Sadly this term is described by Middle 

Easterns who are deemed as all extremist and as a threat.  The 9/11 archive has Middle East and 

Middle Eastern American Center (MEMEAC) interviews with Arab and/or Muslim Americans 

and asks questions regarding how they felt that day and what kind of backlash they’ve receive 

since 9/11 as well (“Middle East and Middle Eastern American Center”).  

 The archive has various artifacts that reflect Muslim perspectives of 9/11. Along with 

MEMEAC interviews there is also a video titled Raising Our Voices. This video is about how 

Muslims are victims of hate crimes after 9/11 because of their beliefs. This is extremely 



honorable of the archive to add these artifacts to educate their audience. Lately with the recent 

catastrophic events around the world caused by ISIS, these hates crimes are becoming more 

prominent again. While the series of events that took place on 9/11 made our country more 

patriotic and united it also rose ignorance and it’s important to educate individuals to prevent 

ignorance.  

 The most interesting perspective of 9/11 is the myth of 9/11. It could be perceived as a 

myth because it is a dramatic vision that contains a story of conflict (123). What is meant by this 

is that some believe there is conspiracy behind the events that took place. Some believe that Al 

Qaeda weren’t the only group of people responsible for the attacks. As awful as it sounds, some 

believe the president at the time, George Bush, had a hand in what happened that day. One of the 

major accusations was that the twin towers fell “unnaturally”. It was said that there were 

explosives already planted in the towers which caused them to collapse the way they did. The 

archive does not have a section that focuses on the conspiracy of 9/11 but what is intriguing is 

their Frequently Asked Questions page. One of the questions are “How did the towers actually 

fall?” (“Frequently Asked Questions”). It’s fascinating how this conspiracy caught the attention 

of thousands that it’s actually a frequently asked question.  

 While the archive doesn’t directly state its view on the conspiracy issue, it seems as 

though it can be inferred that the archive stands against the conspiracy offering a claim of fact or 

a claim that advances a verifiable statement (100). The archive offers four links that includes an 

in depth analysis of the twin towers. One of the links is from The New York Times and is titled 

“Inside the Towers”. The webpage has a model of the towers and there is an audio that actively 

describes what you’re looking at and also gives detailed data (The New York Times). The data 

that the archive extends to the audience subtly suggests their opinion towards the conspiracy.  



 On the contrary, the archive definitely doesn’t avoid topics of silence. There is a letter to 

President Bush from Elain Kaplan (“Letter to President”). The letter discussions allegations of 

failed protocol by the FAA Civil Aviation Security Division. The allegations were that the 

Federal Aviation Administration’s (FAA) Civil Aviation Security Division did not report the 

findings of the Red Team that could’ve reflected negatively on the airline industry. These 

accusation were reported by Bodgdan Dzakovic, a former special agent on the FAA. Dzakovic 

embodies authority since he was a former special agent and would be familiar with FAA 

protocols. Kaplan, who wrote the letter to the president, was a Judge of the United States Court 

of Federal Claims. This gives the archive legitimacy and purpose by presenting a letter of 

significance.  It was a bold rhetoric move that the archive did not avoid topics of silence. Adding 

a letter that reflects mistakes by the government could’ve been a constraint by the archive but as 

an informative outlet they added it regardless (53). 

 The 9/11 Digital Archive’s purpose is to “collect, preserve, and present the history of 

September 11, 2001” (“About”). With the numerous items and collections, the archive offers 

testimonials and facts that allow its audience to interpret 9/11 in an impartial way. It gives 

general knowledge and facts, provides perspective from Muslims, presents mistakes made by the 

government and so much more. Analyzing this archive pronounced the exigency of this archive 

to educate those who may uninformed of certain facets to create a well-rounded comprehension 

of this day 
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